What’s happening in…

DEEP COVE HERITAGE SOCIETY
Autumn 2016

Calendar
• Archives Come Alive, Thur, Nov 3 at 11am
in the meeting room
• Carol Ship Night, Sat, Dec 17
• Penguin Plunge, Sun, Jan 1
Full calendar listings on our website.

Autumn Hours
We are in transition! Please call the office to
check for current opening hours.
Deep Cove Heritage Society is looking for
volunteers to help keep our office open for
visitors to the area. If you are interested in
helping, please call 604-929-5744.
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Summer Indian Arm cruise revisited
Story & photos by Wendy Bullen
Stephenson
Historian Ralph Drew (right), Mayor
of Belcarra, provided a running
commentary on the history (natural
and otherwise) of Indian Arm during
the Deep Cove Heritage Society's
fourth annual cruise of the Inlet
August 18, 2016. This was one of two
of these popular trips offered by the
DCHS this summer. Captain Mitch
Bloomfield (standing at the wheel)
of Oceanwatch II provided
additional information and amusing
stories. Erin Altstadt (front), coskipper, kept us hydrated with icy
water on what was one of the
hottest days of the summer —
perfect time to be out on the ocean.
Following the western shoreline of

Indian Arm, the tour took us from
the Deep Cove Government wharf to
Wigwam Inn and then on the return
trip we surveyed the eastern
shoreline back to the dock— a fourhour trip!
Some years ago, on a trip to Norway,
Drew was struck like so many other
visitors by the beauty of their
remarkable fjords, but at that time
he also realized Indian Arm is just as
beautiful, majestic even, as those of
waterways of Europe. And, even
better for us, is that our fjord is easily
accessible in being so close to the
city, a fact not appreciated by most
Vancouverites.
Drew made us aware that our North
Shore mountainside forests that rise
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Website News
We are pleased to report that our website is
now updated more regularly.
We will be adding documents we have
acquired, check under News online
The archived newsletters are under the
Resources tab at the top of the page.
Email your photos and stories to us to:
info@deepcoveheritage.com
Please check for office hours before
dropping by. We depend on the generosity
of our volunteers who can not always offer
structured hours.

Contact us
• 4360 Gallant Avenue,
North Vancouver, BC V7G 1L2
• Telephone 604-929-5744
• Or send us an e-mail to:
DeepCoveHeritage@shawcable.com
• Website: www.DeepCoveHeritage.com

President’s Message
We were pleased
at how well our
summer tours
were received. The
two Boat Cruises
along Indian Arm
in August were
much enhanced
by the commentators Mitch
Bloomfield and author Ralph Drew.
They added much to the adventures
and we thank them. Janet Pavlik
offered a new Heritage event when
we partnered with Parkgate to offer a
bus tour of the Seymour area
featuring Her commentary of
Heritage sites along the way. You

Executive 2016
never know who you will meet up
with at our Thursday morning Chat
Groups, from 11:00am to 1:00pm. Do
drop by if you are in the area. We are
always looking to expand our
membership and volunteer base - let
us know if you can get involved.
Whether you have a long history of
the Seymour area or just moved in,
we would love you to be a part of our
goal of preserving the history of the
area.
We thank Gail for her work as Coordinator and wish her all the best in
her new home in the interior.
Tom Kirk

President
Tom Kirk
Vice President
Eileen Smith
Treasurer/Secretary
Louise Hart
Director
Marilyn Myers
Director
Lynda Noel
Director
Alex Douglas

Projects Team
Schools Programs
Lynda Noel
Archival Project
Hope Morris
Archival Project
Vickie Boughen
Displays Wendy Bullen Stephenson

Trying to get it right!
We try to verify all our information, but if you think we have
something wrong, please e-mail or
call the office at 604-929-5744.
Thank you.
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out the sea are now the most
beautiful they have been in a 100
years — so today is really the “good
ol’ days” since these forests only now
have recovered from the clearcutting by logging companies that
began by the latter part of the 1800s.
I have a memory from the early
1950s of eating supper at our kitchen
table in Deep Cove (now the Myrtle
Park area) and seeing the lights of
cars slowly moving up Mount
Seymour. Cars driving there now
certainly aren’t visible through the
second growth forests that have
recently come to maturity. Now the
giant trees obscure the sighting of
cars on the mountain road just as
they hide any view of the Cove by
motorists looking downward.
Along our route up the North Arm
(as it was earlier called), Drew and
Mitch pointed out the various
settlements in existence from the
early 1900s. Many were early
investments in land that failed or
succeeded for consecutive
speculators. Woodlands, Brighton

Beach, Camp Jubilee, Ward Island,
and Wigwam Inn were among these.
Some had been purchased cooperatively; Camp Jubilee was
developed by a group of sociallyconscious women in the 1930s as a
nature retreat for under-privileged
children from the city.
Drew is an expert on the pictograms
of Indian Arm having studied,
discovered, and documented three of
them and their GPS locations in
publications on the subject. We
motored close to the rock faces so
Drew could point out many such
symbols for us while putting these
in the context of the history of
Coast Salish people who have lived
and camped in the area for
thousands of years. The TsleilWaututh, the local First Nations
band, have taken on the role of cogovernance of Indian Arm along
with the provincial government. In
this position they have taken on the
leadership of restocking the Arm
with young salmon to make up for
diminishing stocks of past years.

Can you spot a pictogram in this
photograph? Depending on the
angle of the light, they are not
always easy to see or to photograph
visibly.
Most of the Indian Arm is now
designated parkland by the
provincial government so that no
more land is available for sale.
Bishops Creek (also called Berg’s
Landing), across from Croker Island,
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is now a provincial campsite. This
wide ledge at the delta of the creek is
one of the few places on the Inlet
where the base of the mountain
doesn’t raise directly out of the sea.
While we were passing between
Croker Island and the shore, we saw
a deer drinking out of the creek.

Of course you can’t have a tour of
Indian Arm without referring to
some of the intrigue of the area.
Wigwam Inn, the most iconic
structure on Indian Arm, has its
share of that. Drew described the
Inn’s various manifestations starting
as a luxury resort and fishing lodge,
to harbouring a powerful German
warlord during World War One, to
being a drug haven during the hippy
era in the early 1970s. It has also
suffered ill repute as a house of
prostitution and gambling casino.

This famous building could have
been lost if it hadn’t been rescued in
1986 by the Royal Vancouver Yacht
Club whose members renovated it
for their use. In refurbishing it, they
have brought it back to its former
glory. It now serves as an outreach

post for them while looking like a
thriving resort. There are several
other overnight destinations for
members of local yacht clubs at the
head of the Arm near the mouth of
the Indian River.
Viewing the Buntzen Power House
always brings up the scandal
surrounding the brutal murder of its
architect, Francis Rattenbury, who
also designed the Victoria Legislative
Buildings and the Empress Hotel
among other notable edifices. It is
said that Rattenbury’s 19-year-old
chauffeur, who was apparently
having an affair with his wife,
bludgeoned him to death. Both the
chauffeur and his wife were put on
trial for his murder. The chauffeur
was convicted, and the wife soon
after committed suicide.

Ferries & Fjord: The History of Indian
Arm. These can be viewed and
purchased in the DC Heritage office
in the DC Cultural Centre and
ordered from the publisher. There is
also information on some of these
Inlet communities in the Deep Cove
Heritage Society’s first book, Echoes
Across the Inlet and the second one,
Echoes Across Seymour. These two
books can be purchased at the
Heritage office as well as the
Seymour Art Gallery in the Deep
Cove Cultural Centre.
The two West Enders, whom I
invited to accompany me on this
four-hour annual cruise, thought the
$30.00 price we paid was a bargain, it
is meant to be a community
outreach program for the Deep Cove
Heritage Society. If you didn’t
participate this year and the cruise is
offered again next year, try to bring
some friends to enjoy this classic
summer event!

This trip was an opportunity to
compare the size of Silver Falls this
year with last year when it was
significantly diminished at the end
of the drought of 2015. Remember
the dryness last year and all those
terrible forest fires throughout the
province that made our eyes smart
even in the city? Despite having
received more rain this summer than
last, Silver Falls still has a noticeably
diminished flow of water this
summer than during the winter.
If you would like more information
on the history and heritage of the
Indian Arm area, look for Drew’s
books — one on Belcarra is entitled
Forest & Fjord: The History of Belcarra
and one is on the Indian Arm named

Join Deep Cove
Heritage Society ~
members learn about
events first and often
can book before
general public.

The Archives are coming alive on November 3rd in the meeting room!
We are building our virtual archive
regularly, but since some of our Deep
Cove Heritage members do not have
access to a computer, we thought it
would be fun to show some of our
photos on the big screen in the Deep
Cove Cultural Centre meeting room.

Hope and Vickie plan to be there to
show off the archives and Wendy
will be on hand as commentator of
the photos. Come by and see what
we have been working on first hand,
tell us your stories and bring photos
you may have that we can borrow to

add to the archives so that they can
be shared by the community. We
hope the photos will bring about
lots of informative discussions on
Thursday morning 11:00, November
3, in the meeting room at the Deep
Cove Cultural Centre. See you there!

Above — photos from our online archives — #0948 Burrard View School, Grade 3 class, 1954; #0137 Roche Point School students and school,
1934; #0269 The Moore House on fire in the mid 1950s (the Moore house was located where the Deep Cove Cultural Centre now sits.)

North Shore
Community Foundation

Echoes Across the
Inlet Book Index

Our Co-ordinator
Gail Hanlon moves on

Our first book has no index, but we
had it compiled and have it online.
The book, first published in 1989, is
Echoes Across the Inlet, written by
Dawn Sparks and Martha Border,
edited by Damian Inwood. The index
for it can be accessed online for
v i ew i n g , d ow n l o a d e d t o yo u r
computer and/or printed out.
To see the index, go to:
www.deepcoveheritage.com
Hover your mouse over Books on the
tab at centre top of page.
A drop down list will appear — click
on Book Index.
Deep Cove Heritage Past President
Janet Pavlik with North Shore
Community Foundation President
Mike Boehm. Janet graciously
accepted a grant awarded DCHS by
the North Shore Community
Foundation.

When the next screen comes up click
on the blue text Echoes Across
Inlet Index and the Index will
come up.

We send our best wishes to our Coordinator, Gail Hanlon who has
been running our office since
September 2012.
Gail, also known in the area for her
work as an artist, paints under the
name Meg Troy (you can follow her
on Facebook). She will be moving to
the interior to be closer to her
family.
Thank you, Gail.

Our first bus tour of the Seymour area was a resounding success!
by Janet Pavlik
September 30th was a lovely sunny
September day as 20 of us met at
Parkgate to board our bus for a fourhour tour of the Seymour Area. Deep
Cove Heritage in partnership with
the Parkgate Seniors’ Manager Erin
Smith had organised this outing
with myself as tour guide and
narrator. For me this was shades of
my travel past and a wonderful
opportunity to share lots of
information that Eileen Smith,
Desmond Smith and I had gathered
for our book Echoes across Seymour.
Tracing the 18 neighborhoods was
fun and gave me a chance to show

everyone the exact location of
industry, homes, parks and new
developments as I recounted the
history and sites where interesting
historical buildings once existed. In
fact this area is changing so fast with
new developments sprouting up all
the time that it is a real challenge to
keep up! Talking about change, a
great lunch stop was made at the
new Northwoods Shopping Centre
in Maplewood where family-run
Stongs Supermarket, provided us
with refreshments. Special thanks to
President Cori Bonina, Carson
Bonina and Louis Campbell for their
hospitality. Many reminisced about
Stongs in Dollarton in the 70s.

Some of the group who were new to
the area really appreciated the
background information and many
were locals who remarked that I took
them into areas they had never seen
before. Areas such as Maplewood and
Dollarton deserved more time and
we hope to revisit Tsleil-Waututh
with a special tour, and have local
historian Alex Douglas give us his
tour of Mount Seymour.
We have so much talent in this
community with many people able
to share their stories, photos, family
experiences that our Heritage group
welcome ideas and participation in
new programs.

Remembering when we were Serenity Falls, U.S.A.
by Wayne Smith, March 16, 2014
Well, the movie pilot Sea of Fire may
one day become a serial show but for
me living in Deep Cove, the making
of that first movie will always be
remembered. Today the masters of
showmanship have taken down
their lights, cameras, and the
imaginary town of Serenity Falls has
been packed up on trucks and
moved somewhere else.
For the last week you could have
imaged there was a place somewhere
in the United States where meat pies
abound in fair ground stalls, balloon
ladies stroll the streets, carrying
bushels of pink, yellow and purple
balloons, and fireworks that explode
in rainbows of red white and blue on
warm summer evenings.
As things return to normal in Deep
Cove I will think back and
remember the hopeful young
actors, with faces painted like
delicate butterfly wings and I will
stand in the same spot, look up and

Gallant Avenue dressed up to become Serenity Falls for TV pilot. Photo Eileen Smith

remember the camera drone as it
flew high in the air, over roof tops,
its six propellers whizzed the movie
camera down the centre street in
Deep Cove, then hovered like some
spindly black space ship landing on
Mars. In my minds eye I will see blue
white camera lights glaring on high
booms filling the treetops of
Seymour Mountain with enough

light to make you believe the
morning sun had come up at ten
pm.
Today Deep Cove has returned to the
quiet village it has always been on a
chilly March day, but I will
remember the movie creation Sea of
Fire and look forward to the next
movie made here in Deep Cove.

PLEASE SEND YOUR STORIES AND MEMORIES TO
info@DEEPCOVEHERITAGE.com
Local books
Echoes Across the
Inlet and Echoes
Across Seymour, and
Ralph Drew’s books
Forest & Fjord: The
History of Belcarra
and Ferries & Fjord
the History of Indian
Arm, all are loaded
with pictures. make
wonderful gifts for
visitors or your own
reading. These books
are available from
our office.

Be involved in your community
We are looking for more volunteers to mingle with visitors to our office or help with
our events. If you can help out with any of the following, even occasionally, please
get in touch with us.
• Welcome visitors to our office (threehour shift, morning or afternoon)
• Accompany other volunteers when they
attend community events by handing out
brochures or selling our books. This
would include events like Blueridge Good
Neighbour Day, Deep Cove Daze or
Parkgate Community Days, etc. Any one
of them or all of them would be very
helpful.
• Help set up and take down chairs for
our Guest Speaker Events when needed,
usually 9am to noon four times per year.

• Accompany other volunteers visiting
Grade Two classes for history talks
twice a year for one or two hours.
• Help out at fund-raisers to either sell
tickets or help set up event and silent
auction (twice per year).
• Grades 10, 11 and 12 students are
welcome to volunteer.
If you can help, call our office
administrator, Gail Hanlon, at 604929-5744 Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 10am to 4pm or email her at:
deepcoveheritage@shawcable.com

FROM OUR

A R C H I V E S

DCHS 1229 - Granite Falls, Indian Arm,
c1967 —courtesy Susan Jenkins Langston

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.DEEPCOVEHERITAGE.COM
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of: The Province of British Columbia, The District of North
Vancouver, The City of North Vancouver, North Vancouver Recreation & Culture, Canada Summer Jobs
Program, New Horizons for Seniors Program, First Impressions Theatre, Deep Cove Crier, Cedar Springs
PARC Retirement Residence, North Shore Community Foundation. We appreciate the ongoing support of our
Deep Cove Cultural Centre partner groups: Deep Cove Stage, First Impressions Theatre and Seymour Art Gallery.

